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Summary

The Standard Model of particle physics has had great success in describing the
different types of elementary particles and their interactions. The only particle
predicted by the Standard Model that has not yet been observed in a particle
physics experiment is the Higgs boson. If the Higgs boson is not discovered
within a mass range of 114.4-185 GeV, electroweak symmetry breaking within
the Standard Model can not be explained.

Identifying the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking will be one
of the main goals of the Large Hadron Collider. The LHC is designed to create
proton-proton collisions with an unprecedented luminosity of 1034cm−2s−1 and
a center of mass energy of 14 TeV, which will allow the discovery of new
particles with masses up to the TeV scale. ATLAS is one of four experiments
built to study the proton-proton collisions of the LHC and was designed to
exploit the full physics potential of the LHC.

This thesis focuses on two main subjects: the construction and commission-
ing of the ATLAS silicon strip detector and the measurement of J/ψ → µ+µ−

events in ATLAS, focusing on the use of these events to correct certain types
of misalignment in the detector. At the time of writing this thesis, no LHC
proton collisions had yet taken place, so a simulation of the events as they
would be measured in ATLAS was used.

One of the sub-detectors of the ATLAS inner detector is the SCT, a silicon
strip detector with an intrinsic resolution of 23 µm per strip hit. One of the
SCT end-caps was constructed and tested at Nikhef in Amsterdam. The SCT
end-cap holds 988 detector modules that are each composed of two layers of
silicon strips placed under a small stereo-angle. The on-detector electronics
provide the read-out, amplification and discrimination of the signals of the
1536 strips on each module. The SCT uses a binary read-out system which
only record a hit-or-no-hit signal on each strip. The binary output is stored
in a digital pipeline in the on-detector electronics while awaiting the trigger
decision.

The SCT uses an optical read-out system that sends and receives signal
from an to the detector modules. Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers
(VCSELs) are used to transform the electronic signal to an optical signal, while
p-intrinsic-n diodes are used to receive the optical signal and convert it to an
electric signal. Extensive tests of the optical read-out system demonstrated
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that all modules can receive and send data. A total of 34 SCT modules have
to rely on their redundancy options in order to ensure correct read-out of the
module over time. This is mostly due to problems in the optical lines returning
data from the modules.

The SCT module performance was tested during all assembly stages of the
SCT end-cap including the commissioning of the detector in its final position
within the ATLAS experiment. Tests of the front-end read-out electronics
showed that 99.7% of all silicon strips can be correctly read-out which is well
within the required 99% efficiency for the detector. The measurement of the
input noise during several test stages shows that the input noise on the modules
did not change between the test stages, indicating that no common mode noise
was added to the system during assembly.

The first data from LHC collisions allows the calibration of the detector
using benchmark physics channel such as J/ψ → µ+µ−. This thesis studied
how J/ψ → µ+µ− events measured in ATLAS might be used to correct some
of the effects weak mode misalignments in the detector when using a mass
constrained vertex fit. Non-perturbative QCD models predict that the cross-
section for prompt J/ψ production when requiring one muon with pT > 6 GeV
and a second muon with with pT > 4 GeV and |η| < 2.5 for both muons is
approximately 23 nb.

Measurements of the position of passage of charged particles in the ATLAS
inner detector are used to reconstruct precise particle trajectories. Recon-
structing the intersection point of a set of trajectories helps to identify the
decay vertex of particles produced in the LHC collisions. A tool for kinemati-
cally constraining a vertex fit in ATLAS was developed. This tool is based on
minimization of the χ2 with Lagrange multipliers. In a sample of simulated
bb→ X+(J/ψ → µ+µ−) events the addition of a mass constraint to the vertex
fit was shown to improve the resolution of q/pT of the muon track by 20-25%
over the whole momentum range.

To fully profit from the performance of the ATLAS inner detector, the pos-
sible knowledge of the position of the detector elements is essential. One of the
main alignment strategies in ATLAS is based on minimizing the hit residuals
of a large set of reconstructed tracks. Residual systematic detector deforma-
tions (weak modes) that minimize the hit residuals without representing the
true detector geometry, can be present in the ATLAS detector geometry after
alignment. The presence of weak modes in the detector geometry can lead to
a bias on the reconstructed track parameters, so eliminating weak modes is of
vital importance for achieving the full physics potential of ATLAS. For mis-
alignments where an outermost SCT barrel module has a maximum position
shift of 200 µm, shifts in the detector position in ∆φ as function of R give a re-
construction bias of (2.24±0.05)·10−3 GeV−1 in q/pT , and shifts in the detector
position in ∆φ as function of Z give a reconstruction bias of (-0.97±0.03)·10−3

GeV−1 in q/pZ . The level of deformation present in the detector can be par-
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tially measured using J/ψ → µ+µ− events and looking at the difference in the
values of q/pT and q/pZ obtained from an unconstrained vertex fit and a mass
constrained vertex fit.




